Distributed Synchronization Control of Nonaffine Multiagent Systems With Guaranteed Performance.
This paper deals with the synchronization control problem in the leader-follower format of a class of high-order nonaffine nonlinear multiagent systems under a directed communication protocol. A novel adaptive neural distributed synchronization scheme with guaranteed performance is proposed. The main contribution lies in the fact that both nonaffine agent dynamics, which basically makes most existing agent dynamics as special cases, and guaranteed synchronization performance are taken into account. The difficulty lies mainly in the nonaffine terms and coupling terms due to the interactions of agents. To overcome this challenge, an augmented quadratic Lyapunov function by incorporating the lower bounds of control gains is proposed. The problems resulting from the nonaffine dynamics and the coupling terms among agents are solved by incorporating the special property of radial basis function neural network into the derivative of the augmented quadratic Lyapunov function. The unknown nonaffine terms are addressed by using an indirected neural network approach. A nonlinear mapping is built to relate the local consensus error to a new one, which is subsequently stabilized via Lyapunov synthesis. As a result, the proposed approach can ensure the outputs of all follower agents to track the outputs of the leader, while the synchronization performance bounds can be quantified on both transient and steady-state stages. All other signals in the closed loop are ensured to be semiglobally, uniformly, and ultimately bounded. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed controller is verified through a heterogeneous four-agent example.